Green energy products in the United Kingdom, Germany and Finland
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Abstract. In liberalized electricity markets, suppliers are offering several kinds of voluntary green electricity products marketed as environmentally friendly. This paper focuses on the development of these voluntary markets at household level in the UK, Germany and Finland. Since there are already existing renewable energy policies regulating and encouraging the use of renewable energy, it is important to consider whether voluntary products offer real additional benefits above these policies. Problems such as double counting or re-marketing hydropower produced in existing plants are identified.

According to our study, the demand varies between countries: in Germany the number of green electricity customers has increased and is also higher than in the UK or Finland. Typically the average additional cost to consumer from buying green electricity product instead of standard electricity product is in the range of 0–5% in all studied countries, although the level of price premium depends on several factors like electricity consumption. Case study of Finland and literature show that the impacts of green energy are not solely environmental. Renewable energy can benefit local public policy.

1. Introduction

Liberalization of electricity markets has made it possible for customers to choose their electricity supplier and product freely according to their preferences. Electricity production is a significant source of greenhouse gas emissions causing climate change and its environmental aspects are also taken into consideration by many customers. Suppliers are offering differentiated products in order to better meet consumers’ preferences and environmental aspects are thus also used in marketing in addition to competition only on price. As a result, several kinds of voluntary green electricity products are available for customers nowadays. This study focuses on green electricity markets in three European countries: the United Kingdom, Germany and Finland.

The term green electricity is not, however, clearly defined. Often it means that the electricity is at least partly generated from renewable sources. Yet, other kinds of mechanisms like green funds or carbon offsetting can be included, and the transparency and quality of products can vary significantly.
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Since there are renewable energy policies concerning the use of renewable energy, it is important to consider whether voluntary products offer real additional benefits above legally set obligations [1].

Green electricity products usually cost slightly more than standard electricity products. According to studies, many customers are, however, willing to pay more for green electricity [2, 3]. Yet, the actual take up is often lower than the stated willingness to pay. Different kinds of reasons, such as lack of trust and old habits, have been identified as barriers to purchasing green electricity. The development of the numbers of green electricity customers and the levels of the price premiums are studied in this paper.

Renewable energy can also have other than environmental impacts. We review literature on local policies to encourage renewable energy production and benefits gained from local renewable energy projects. Finland is viewed in more detailed case study including Vaasa and Joensuu. These case studies indicate that energy technology markets might proceed easier than renewable electricity markets. The benefits of the energy technology business in Vaasa and lower heating costs in Joensuu benefit the local economy which benefits local public policy in the area.

2. Renewable energy policies and voluntary green electricity markets

Electricity production from renewable energy sources is regulated and encouraged both in EU and at national level in the studied countries. EU has set binding targets for Member States concerning the share of renewable energy in gross final consumption, by 2020 the share of renewables should be 38% in Finland, 18% in Germany and 15% in the UK [4]. Electricity sector has an important role in meeting this target set for total energy use. Directives 2003/54/EC and 2009/28/EC require that Member States have to provide suppliers with possibility to prove the origin of renewable energy and that suppliers have to provide customer with information on the sources from which the electricity is generated [4, 5].

At national level Member States can choose means to achieve the requirements set in Directives and there are various national programs and laws to encourage the use of renewable energy. In the UK, the Renewable Obligation (RO) was initiated in 2002 and it sets annual requirements for suppliers to buy a certain share of electricity from renewable energy sources [6]. There is a relatively strong support system for renewable energy in Germany. Support is based on the German Renewable Energy Sources Act (Erneuerbare-Energien-Gesetz EEG) which defines the use of financial instruments like feed-in tariffs, investment support and tax exemptions for renewable energy. It also sets rules for selling of renewable energy and forbids multiple sale of renewable energy [7]. In Finland feed-in tariffs for biogas and wind power production were initiated in 2010 [8].

The renewable energy policies concern all suppliers and not only suppliers that offer differentiated products like green electricity. In the UK, where suppliers are obliged to purchase specific share of renewable electricity, there is a risk that some suppliers only aim at meeting the minimum requirements of the RO system and sell the already required renewable electricity as a voluntary green electricity product. Thus the environmental benefits of renewable energy are double counted and assigning the required renewable electricity to green tariff customers does not have any influence on the overall energy mix [1, 9–11].

In Germany the multiple sale of renewable energy is forbid in the EEG (Sect. 56) and renewable energy, sold as a voluntary green electricity product, cannot benefit from feed-in tariffs. Feed-in tariffs set a minimum price for renewable energy in Germany and it is unlikely that the producers sell renewable electricity to suppliers of green electricity unless they earn more money that way than from the feed-in tariffs. In order to keep the prices low, many green electricity suppliers buy their renewable electricity from abroad, where power plants cannot anyway benefit from the EEG. This renewable electricity is very often hydropower that originates from power plants that have been built long time ago. This kind of imported green power is therefore unlikely to create additional demand for electricity from renewable sources and for new renewable energy capacity [1, 3, 12–14].
In Finland, the majority of electricity in green electricity products is produced with hydro or wind [1, 15]. The existing hydropower capacity is large in Nordic electricity market area and there is thus a risk that no real environmental benefits are created. In addition, some suppliers do not provide transparent information on the impacts, which is why it is difficult, especially for the consumers, to assess the impacts. Earlier double counting of renewable energy was possible in Finland because of several coexisting systems to verify the origin of renewable energy. The legislation concerning the origin of electricity was recently changed in Finland and in order to prevent double counting, only one method to prove the origin of renewable energy should be used [1].

Green electricity products can also include problems related to marketing, and many suppliers do not provide enough information about how they use the price premiums and what kinds of real impacts the green electricity purchase has. This reduces the market transparency significantly. There are voluntary labels for green electricity products in which the products are assessed by third party. Labels can also set for example sustainability criteria for the electricity production or require investments in new renewable energy capacity [1, 16, 17]. The costs of renewable energy policies are at least partly passed on to all electricity customers i.e. also the price of standard electricity products is influenced by renewable energy policies. Increased renewable energy use can be seen as a public good and voluntary ways, such as green electricity markets, to deliver it can also have challenges like strong incentive to free-ride or higher unit costs than in a situation where costs would be distributed to all customers [18, 19]. Special attention should therefore be paid on designing efficient interface between policies and voluntary green electricity markets so that both the additional benefits and costs are taken into consideration.

3. Number of green electricity customers

In this section, the development of the number of customers is studied and factors influencing the demand are discussed based on literature. Several studies [2, 18, 20] have found that the actual participation is lower than the stated willingness to pay for green electricity. The estimates of the numbers of household electricity customers in studied countries are presented in Fig. 1 (bars). The numbers of customers are not always publicly available and estimates in Fig. 1 are collected from several different sources. It should also be noted that some bars (Germany and the UK before 2008) indicate the number of all customers and some bars only the number of customers of labeled products (Finland and the UK after 2010). The curves indicate the number of customers compared to the population of the country.

Fig. 1 shows that the demand in Germany has increased rapidly after 2006 but similar change cannot be seen in other countries. The number of green electricity sold as having “Ekoenergia” -label has dropped in Finland after 2010 because the label changed their criteria and all products did not fulfill them anymore. Because of the small population of Finland, this had significant influence to the demand compared to population (curve in Fig. 1). In 2011 the demand compared to population was higher in Germany than in the UK or Finland.

There is a large gap between the stated willingness to pay and actual uptake of green tariffs in the UK. Lack of trust, consumer confusion and lack of supply have been identified as barriers to purchase of green electricity. People are not necessarily aware of the green tariffs or are slow to buy them. There are several kinds of tariffs offered, some of them linked to renewable energy tariffs and some of them not linking to supply of energy from renewable sources as consumers usually associate these tariffs. In addition, green energy market is poorly defined in the UK, and complexities of constructing meaningful additional green source tariffs under the ROC system exist. Competition in electricity markets in the UK is very price-driven which can also explain the low demand [9, 17, 27–29].

There are studies that report relatively high customer willingness to pay for green electricity in Germany [2, 3], however, many practical barriers exist; customers may not want to change their electricity supplier or see the effort that it could require. Strong supply-side government support for
renewable generation has also limited the green power market [17]. The existing market potential for green electricity is, however, rather large and it is for example found that the current default electricity mix does not correspond to current customer preferences [2].

Study on electricity markets in Finland [20] shows that several factors, such as environmental attitudes, knowledge about electricity markets and household characteristics, are simultaneously affecting consumer behavior. Lack of trust, old habits and need for effort in order to buy green energy have been identified as barriers to actual purchase of green electricity in Finland [20].

4. Price premiums

The price of green electricity is often mentioned as an important factor influencing the uptake even if price is clearly not the only factor that affects demand [17, 30, 31]. It is usually assumed that green electricity is more expensive than standard electricity product, in this section the levels of price premiums are estimated (Table 1). It should be noted that the premiums depend on several factors like region, electricity consumption, current discounts and other characteristics of the product (payment option, price guarantees and whether package tariffs with fixed electricity purchase are included).

As can be seen from Table 1, the ranges of price premiums are quite wide and they also include negative values, so green electricity product is in some cases cheaper than standard electricity product. In the UK and Germany, the mean values of price premiums are typically in the range of 0–5%. Also in Finland the mean price of green electricity products is 0–2% higher than the mean price of standard electricity products. However, when only the 30 cheapest products were considered, the mean price of green electricity products was lower than the mean price of standard electricity products. The cheapest green electricity products were considerably cheaper than the cheapest standard electricity products in Finland.

5. Green energy production and local governments

In this section we study renewable energy in a wider context according to the literature review and the case study of Joensuu and Vaasa. In Joensuu the prerequisites of renewable energy were: rising energy prices, regional policy, cooperation, expertise in forestry and small and medium sized actors [1]. Vaasa has also long traditions in international relations, expertise in metal and engineering works and they have traditions in entrepreneurship. In Vaasa this has lead to international energy
Table 1. Price premiums of green electricity at different levels of annual electricity consumption. Negative premium indicates that green electricity product is cheaper than standard electricity product. Different levels of electricity consumption were studied because household electricity consumption varies between countries (e.g. in Finland electric heating is quite common in detached houses, which is why high annual consumption is studied, in the UK the dual fuel option (including electricity and gas) is viewed because majority of the households are heated by gas).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Own calculations</th>
<th>Other studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electricity consumption [kWh/year]</td>
<td>Price premium [%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK(^1)</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>−7 – 6; (6 – 13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[suppliers’ websites]</td>
<td>3300(^2)</td>
<td>0– 8; (8 – 16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[3–9]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5100</td>
<td>0 – 10; (8 – 18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK(^1) [32, 33]</td>
<td>3300(^2)</td>
<td>0– 8; (8 – 16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[3–9]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany(^3)</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>−1–10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[suppliers’ websites]</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>−2–8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>−1–8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5600</td>
<td>−1–9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland(^4)</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>−16; [−7]; (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[suppliers’ websites]</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>−16; [−6]; (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>−10; [−2]; (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Technology business. Local renewable energy production can also have other than environmental impacts, it can for example support local economic development and create jobs. Local policies to support renewable energy projects are also discussed. These case studies are a part of a larger project where, in addition to the Finnish cities introduced here, research was done also in two cities in Texas in the U.S.A. and two other cities, Espoo and Imatra, in Finland. In the U.S. the cities were Austin and San Antonio. This case study is only about Vaasa and Joensuu because they are similar to each other - giving a better view on how renewable energy has proceeded in some cities. The research questions were: How did renewable energy become more common? Why did renewable energy become more common? The research was done by interviewing people in Vaasa and by reading strategy documents written by the city of Vaasa and the provincial government of Ostrobothnia. The people interviewed were city managers of Vaasa, the provincial government of Ostrobothnia and business leaders in energy technology businesses in Vaasa. Altogether there was eight interviews. The supporting documents [39–46] are listed in the sources. The case study of Joensuu has been written in more detail in a previous.

---

1 14 regions in the UK were studied; premium is the difference between the cheapest green and the cheapest standard electricity product (compared to the price of the cheapest standard electricity product). The mean is the arithmetic mean of the premiums in different regions. Two payment options “Monthly direct debit” (most common) and “Cash or cheque” (in brackets) were studied.

2 Dual fuel (in square brackets) option includes 3,300 kWh electricity and 16,500 kWh gas.

3 15 regions in Germany were studied and as in the case of the UK, premiums calculated as the difference between the cheapest green and the cheapest standard electricity product in each region. Different options (package tariffs, other discounts and price guarantees) were considered so that the green and standard electricity products, which were compared to each other, meet the same criteria.

4 We found that the premiums did not differ significantly between regions in Finland. The total number of products was 70 (green and standard products). We compared the prices of the cheapest green and the cheapest standard electricity products, the means of green and of standard electricity when only the 30 cheapest products were taken into consideration (in square brackets) and the means of green and of standard electricity products when all 70 products were studied (in brackets).
paper [1]. Therefore only the main results will be introduced here, details can be found from the paper “Impacts of green electricity markets in the United Kingdom, Germany and Finland” [1].

Even with a wide selection of useful policies, none of the policies can suit all cities and towns, and it is pointed out by IEA [48] that local conditions should be widely taken into consideration in order to determine the most appropriate policies. This came up in the case study of Joensuu and Vaasa. Local conditions and industries determine what renewable energy technology gains acceptance because they can get the acceptance of the already existing industries. In the area of Joensuu traditions in forestry has lead to the use of bioenergy. In Joensuu there is also a lot of education and research related to forestry which seems to support the use of bioenergy [1]. In Vaasa the traditional industry was metal and engineering works. According to the interviews Vaasa has also long traditions in entrepreneurship and international relations dating back to the 1600s which creates good prerequisites for international business. Today in Vaasa there is a lot of education and research related to energy, engineering and metal works [39, 40]. Vaasa’s main industry was traditionally metal and engineering works, this seems to have evolved into energy technology business in addition to traditional metal and engineering works industries of the area.

In addition, strong leadership based on clear objectives was found essential and cities can bring together different stakeholders to act jointly [48]. Rogers et al. [52] also conclude based on their case study that without strong institutional support projects are unlikely to proceed even if they gain public acceptance. Cities should also provide financial and advisory support for project development. According to the interviews, in Vaasa the city has supported the efforts of the renewable energy industries in the area but the main driving actor and coordinator is the energy technology businesses of the area. The businesses, education institutions and research institutions have made a brand called EnergyVaasa; this seems to be a joint effort to market and create cooperation between the different energy actors in the Vaasa area [47]. Therefore there seems to be no single institution in Vaasa leading the development, the main institutions and businesses are in cooperation. According to the interviews in Joensuu the provincial government seems to be the main coordinator in increasing renewable energy in the area; this conclusion was supported also by the supporting documents. It was also mentioned that renewable energy actors in the Joensuu area are interested in cooperation and this has been beneficial for the development of renewable energy. There also seems to be tacit knowledge and cross-generational knowledge in the area of Joensuu. The experts interviewed were from families were forestry had been important when they were children [1].

Local renewable energy production can generate income and diversify the sources of income. It can also have positive psychological effect by providing development alternatives on isolated rural communities. Other benefits are for example that renewable energy can increase local production of energy, secure the local energy supply, save money and energy, create local jobs and involve local stakeholders [50, 51]. In the case studies it seems that the renewable energy is important on the level of local development. Local actions can support national and international climate goals and promote sustainable urban development [50, 51]. This was found in the supporting documents in Joensuu and Vaasa.

In the city strategies and provincial strategies of Joensuu and North Karelia bioenergy was mentioned to be the number one strategy of the area [42–46]. In the area of Ostrobothnia the first focus area is strengthening international business by helping make businesses more visible internationally and nationally [41]. The provincial strategy also mentions entrepreneurship, business, energy technology and the metal industry as being important for the area. These seem to be the main focus areas according to the interviews and the supporting documents [41].

Del Rio et al. [49] state that even if renewable energy projects can have contribution to the sustainability of rural communities, they should be viewed mostly as energy policy and not as a solution (at least not the only one) to serious socioeconomic problems of the area. According to the interviews in Joensuu the main motivation for changing oil heating into district heating with wood chips was to
save money. So it seems that the starting point was mainly an energy political approach as Del Rio et al. [49] has stated. According to the interviews in Vaasa the main motivation was business, energy policy or the environment did not seem to be important when they started their emphasize in energy technology business. The financial report of the city of Vaasa states that the area of Vaasa is the source of 30% of Finland’s energy technology exports, has 120 businesses in energy technology, employs now 10 000 people and the total annual business turnover is 4 billion euros [39].

The city strategy and financial strategy indicates that energy technology, education in energy and giving support to these industries is the main focus point for Vaasa [39, 40]. In Joensuu there has been benefits related to local policy in the renewable energy business. Bioenergy and the forestry employ 6000 people in 500 companies and the annual turnover is 1,7 billion euros [45]. As Del Rio et al. [51] and Martinot et al. [50] have also concluded bioenergy has not solved all the problems in the local economy but it has helped in creating hope and creating new possibilities for North Karelia and Joensuu.

6. Conclusions

After liberalization of electricity markets, many electricity suppliers have started to compete also on other attributes than price. As a result, various kinds of green electricity products, marketed as environmentally friendly, are offered to customers. The coexistence of renewable energy policies and voluntary mechanisms to support renewable energy use can create problems. Issues, such as double counting of renewable energy or generating green energy only by already existing power plants, can limit the actual additional environmental impacts of voluntary green energy markets.

The demand for green electricity products has developed differently in the studied countries: unlike in the UK and Finland, in Germany the demand has increased significantly and is also relatively high. Results show that the ranges of the price premiums are wide and depend on factors like electricity consumption and region for example. Typically the mean premiums are in the range of 0–5% but green electricity products can also be cheaper than the standard electricity products.

In the case studies of Joensuu and Vaasa it seems that taking into account the socio-economic structure of the area and the people in the area can be beneficial for increasing renewable energy and making opinions towards renewable energy more positive. Benefits to the local area can make people more interested and willing to invest in renewable energy. For this to happen it seems that the area must be open to outside world, expertise in a field that is relevant to the renewable energy technology, innovative and there must be cooperation, also leadership seems to be important.
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